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The angelic Azrael is prayed to by some and often a white pillar candle is used with a 

symbolic flame to connect the energy of prayer. Sometimes these are called Azrael Blessing 

Candles. 

 

To support the ‘crossing over’ of Spirits where they lay dormant or dwell in the aware 

physical realm – A medium or person that chooses may pray simply to call in support for a 

Cross over. This is sometimes done by making a request clear that a person or animal as an 

“earth-bound spirit” be supported. An earth-bound spirit may be looking for support or has 

some kind of unfinished business or emotional connection to their past life. 

 

Azrael is sometimes regarded as that designated angel. As all angels are believed to be 

“with designated purpose”, it is worthwhile learning about multiple perspectives to see how 

they align and with what themes. For e.g., protection, communication and so forth.  

 

Supporting earth bound spirits is a ‘spiritual lifestyle practice’ of many mediums. Earth 

bound spirits impact the energy of sites and the energy of space & people’s health/living. 

While Spirit is acknowledged in Faith and purification as well as protection rights play an 

important role – Metaphysical (Energy) checks and environmental energy checks aren’t a 

consistent, core value in mainstream accepted psychology, education and health here in 

Australia. In Australia, there is however a very strong recognition for how spirit impacts 

health and systems of belief through the advocacy & importance of Blessings. Please keep in 

mind, there are various traditions though for blessings and not all are aligned with this 

process. Metaphysical energy checks exist in alternative health care, energy independents 

and faith-based foundations. I am thankful for the strength-based availability of those that 

care immensely about giving importance to this social recognition, and with delicate care. 

Energy impacts the whole person, and all Souls deserve compassion.  

 

Those who simply pray that an angelic supports the ‘dearly departed’, increases welfare 

situation for all. It is believed that both the person that chooses to pray and also the Angel 

do a tremendous service to support others.  In other Faith situations, disconnection from 
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mediumistic intention and also protection from spirit is considered a focus for the lay 

person.  

Spirit Welfare is at the heart of energy intention when praying to Azrael for spiritual 

support, as is our own safety. Belief set for why Spirit remain earthbound is often perceived 

due to the nature of their death. However Practitioners that work in the field recognize 

diverse, sensitive reasons are with each soul. Interpretation and response is cultural. 

 

 

 

 


